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For planar potential fields generalized matching conditions are derived corresponding to an arbitrary 

number of adjoining annular cracks and screens modelled by infinitely thin layers, the permeability of 

which is infinitely large for cracks and infinitely small for screens. The system of cracks and screens 

separates two piecewise-uniform zones. By applying the Fourier method followed by taking the 

convolution of Fourier integrals, integral representations of the potentials are constructed that satisfy 

generalized matching conditions in terms of arbitrary harmonic functions having singular points in the 

outer zone. The resulting formulae generalize the known results for a single crack or screen [l-3]. 

In many problems in the theory of filtration, heat conduction, electrostatics, etc. one must 
study potential fields in the vicinity of thin layers of large or small permeability [l-7], which 
can coexist in the same system. For example, when screening polluted zones from external 
flows it is advisable to supplement the screen by a drainage gap to direct the flow around the 
polluted zone and reduce both the pressure and the flow inside the zone. Similarly, it proves 
economical to place vertical drainage gaps and screens in a single system under a dam [S]. In 
addition, as a rule ideal contact cannot be maintained between different media, so that in a 
refined model one must take into account a transition layer consisting of open and sealed 
microlayers [2,4]. 

Let cp(r, a) be a function satisfying the equation 

dr(Kd,tp)+Ka$p=O, r+a (1) 

in a neighbourhood of the circle r = a, where K = PC1 + (K, - K,)s(r - a), Ki > 0 are constants, r 
and a are the polar coordinates, 3: = i3”/&“, and S(T) is the Heaviside unit function. By 
induction we shall derive generalized matching conditions for cp on the line r = a, which 
correspond to an arbitrary combination of cracks and screens adjoining one another modelled 
by the singularities of the coefficient K in (1) of the type 6(r-a)+1 for cracks and 
[s<r -a) + ll_’ for screens, 6(r) being the Dirac fu&;ion. Denoting by $- 
in the zones D-(r <a) and D’(r >a), respectively (on the line r = a, 
values), we consider generalized matching conditions of the form 

r=a: [~p]=l$(~p-), [U,]=Gi(Cp-) 

where [+I is the jump of u, = Ka,cp, and E;l and Gi are operators to 
4 = Gi = 0 we have the classical matching conditions (ideal contact 
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and cp’ the values of cp 
cp* being the limiting 

(2) 

be determined. When 
between two media). 
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Suppose that conditions (2) and the following classical 
r=aand r=b=a+l, I>0 

r=a: cp”-cp-=~(cp-), u:- 

r=b: <p+=cp’, v:=vF 

matching conditions are satisfied for 

u; = G~((P-) 

(3) 

Hence 

cp+i, -cp-I, = (POI, -(cpO - l$)I, (4) 

V,OI, -V;I, = V~I, -( V,O -Gi)I, = Ko~~~~pOl, +Gil, (5) 

where Cj E [a, b], and K, = const, cp” and 9: are the values of K, cp and U, inside the layer 
Q,(acr<b), (pI,=cpI,=,. 

We take the limits as I + 0 and K,, + 00 (the case of a crack r = a+O) in (4) and (5). It 
follows from (4), taking (3) into account, that ‘p” lb+ (p” I.= (cp- + q) I,, . Thus for any c E [a, b] we 
have a,(p’ I,+ 0, or, taking (1) into account, afq” l,+i3~(cp- +&)/a’ I,. Conditions (4) and (5) 
take the form (2), where 

4+I =F;* Gi+i = Gi - Aia-*ai (cp- + F; ) (6) 

Ai = limlk, being a parameter of the crack [7]. By analogy, when 1 + 0 and K,, -+ 0 (the case of 
a screen r = a + 0), (5) and (3) imply that up Ic+ u; + Gi 1. for any c E [a, b], conditions (4) and 
(5) taking the form (2) where 

F i+l= I;I: + Bi(Gi + K,~,(P-), Gi+I = Gi (7) 

and Bi = limllk, is a parameter of the screen [7]. 
Therefore the generalized matching conditions have the form (2), where 4 and Gi for i = 0, 

1,2,. . . are constructed from the recurrent formulae (6) and (7), in which F, = Go =O. In 
particular, for i = 1, (2) implies the known conditions for a single crack and screen [l-3] obtain- 
ed by a different argument. Below we assume that the cracks and screens with parameters A,,_, 
and B2k alternate for k = 1, . . . , i, A1 2 0, B2, 3 0, Azj+,, B,,. > 0 with j = 1, . . . , i-l, i being 
fixed. 

Let the field be generated by those singular points of an arbitrary harmonic function f(r, a) 
for which r > a. Hence we have the problem (l), (2) for cpi with cpi - f. We represent cpi by the 
Fourier series 

n 
‘pii 

fo -* =T+ C zaio, L 
#l=lV=l 0 a 

(pi =f(r,a)+ g $b{o, a n; 
0 

bl = cos na, a2 = sin na (8) 
n=lv=l r 

where v is an index, and j = 0 or j = 1, respectively, for B2 > 0 and B, = 0. Thus, taking the 
Fourier expansions off and a,f for r = a, from conditions (2) for 3(n) and b,(n) we obtain a 
system of equations, the solution of which has the form 

N,=(K,+Qi)U, Nil=K*(~+q-,n) 

Rv = a( K, + K2 + Q) + K&-j (9) 



Integral representation of potentials in media with adjoining annular cracks and screens 

where fv are the Fourier coefficients of f(a, a) with respect to cr,, the parameters Qi 
being constructed from the recurrent formulae 

e, =~_,+A,,_,~(l+p,_,~)>O 
P,=P,_,+B,,(K,+e,)>O; q=l,...,i; po=Qo=o 
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and e 

(10) 

It follows that R,. is a polynomial of degree u in n, where lo = 2-j for Al >O and 
l.t = 2i- j- 1 for A, = 0, the fractions in (9) being proper by virtue of (10) and the inequality 
Rij > 0. (Here we take into account the relationships between the Fourier coefficients of f and 
a,f for r = a that follow from the fact that f(r, ct) is identical with the solutions of the Dirichlet 
and Neumann problems inside the circle r c a with boundary functions f(a, a) and a,f(a, a).) 
Since f(a, a) E Cm, it follows that ‘pi E C112(D*) for all but the singular points, i.e. the functions 
given by (8) are solutions of the problem in question. 

We can reduce (8) to quadratures. Let R,(n) have simple real roots, i.e. 

where y, ~0, since R,(n) >O. Representing f(r, a) for r <a as the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem’with boundary function f(a, a) by the Fourier method, multiplying 
expansion by (r/a)@ and integrating with respect to r, we obtain the formula 

i,i,$(S)” =W,cc,y)-8. r<a, y>O 

where 

the resulting 

(11) 

and an analogous formula with r replaced by a2/r for r > a in (11). 
Decomposing (9) into simpler fractions, we write the potentials (8), apart from an additive 

constant, in the form 

2K2a 
‘pp- 5 -hr,a,Y,) 

S, Fl M, 
(12) 

a2 
cpi=f(r,a)+(-l)j f -,a -$lt [( 1 $(-Y ) a= 

r lJ F=' 
M 

P 

' Q ~,a,y, 
r I 

Mp ‘It/y1 -yp) 
g+P 

(a has the form (11)). 
If R,(n) has a root -7, of multiplicity q,, then the potentials are determined by (12), in 

which one must take the limit as yI+P + y,, p = 1, . . . , nq. In the case of complex roots -7, the 
functions in (12) are real-valued. From the mathematical point of view formulae (12) provide 
integral representations of p-harmonic functions with a piecewise constant characteristic p 
having a combination of singularities of the type (6+1)” on the circle r = a in terms of 
harmonic functions f, retaining the type of singular points of the function& 

In the specific case of a crack r = a- 0 and a screen r = a+ 0 with parameters A and B the 
potentials (12) for i = 1, j = 0 have the form 
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cp- =~j(r, -+bM 
0 

cp+ =f(r,W+f 
a2 ( 1 2 a2/r 
-.a -5 A (;T;-T,)1f(5xWS 
r 5 

S=p(y, -y,)/a, p= KZAB, ti =(k/ r)yi 

yi =ap-t[M+2A+(-1)i(M2-4K2p)“2] 

I; =(K,a-Ayi)(krla2)Yi, M= KfKzB-A 

In the case when the singularities of the function f are distributed in the domain r < a the 
solution of problem (l), (2) can be constructed in a similar way. 
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